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Future
Digital Finance
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Reimagining a Gateway to
Digital Asset Wealth Management
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*DISCLAIMER
This whitepaper/techpaper is intended to help the understanding the technology and business development of
the project only. This is not to promote any financial asset or monetary value of any kind. Please consider the
information written in document with your own discretion. Document is intended to provide friendly and helpful
advice and is not a definitive statement of law.
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At TrustVerse, we are building web3
and blockchain technologies to enable
the increased adoption of DeFi /
GameFi / Metaverse platforms with
greater simplicity and security anchored by MasterKey, our patented
non-custodial wallet passphrase
management product.
TrustVerse is also developing
institutional-grade digital asset wealth
management and advisory capabilities
focused on quantitative strategies.

“The measure of intelligence is the
ability to change.”
-Albert Einstein-
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CHALLENGE
| Lack of trust mechanism to fulfil total digital asset ecosystem
|| Lack of security for digital asset protection
||| Portfolio/Risk management for owning digital asset and related
derivatives

BACKGROUND
Blockchain(mainly Bitcoin) was a ledger in token for, fundamentally built
to verify transactions from both ends or multiple parties without
middleman interventions. Virtual currency created in 2009 uses peerto-peer technology to facilitate instant payments.
Bitcoin has plunged in value this year, weakening the argument often
made by crypto enthusiasts that it can be an effective hedge against
inflation during times of economic turmoil. Bitcoin advocates have long
argued that its scarcity would protect its value during times of rising
inflation. For some countries(Central African Republic, El Salvador) has
adopted BTC as legal tender.
As of now, following the footsteps of transactional/ledger based
contract protocol such Ethereum, there has been many Layer-1
protocol development projects. In such we are aware of Polygon,
Avalanche, Elrond, Algorand, and many others. Each of these
protocols are unique due to notarising, validating the contract with its
network architecture as well as empowerment by ecosystem.
Compare to year 2018, 2022 now has various forms of digital finance
mechanism that supports the world of digital currency and further
ahead, with metaverse(digital virtual space).
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Just to name few forms of tokens, DeFi(Decentralised Finance) to
support staking mechanism to provide algorithmic interest, stable
token, to provide stable digital money value to exchange against,
NFT(Non-fungible Token) in tokenized/contract form to validate the
pure authenticity and ownership for the exchange of token. Lastly,
Game-Fi, a mobile app that allows users to earn real-world prizes by
playing and winning games.
Major difference compare to 2018, was that major institutions are now
becoming part of digital asset participants and creating traditional
financial derivatives. There are several developments which are
progressing. In such, BlackRock pushes into crypto market with
bitcoin private trust, Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund Temasek
prepping for tokenised assets. Yet, there has been few incidents
where stable coin’s algorithmic failure as well as de-fi model has
troubled multi-billion asset value and its eco-system.
This can be interpreted as not only the systematic failure lies but
relevant entity’s lack of structure and still is early to adopt technologies
to provide various digital asset in monetary/investment tools. More
importantly, ecosystem participants are still not much educated on
essence of smart contract and its prerequisites to first access the
digital asset.

Major challenges lies on how to first
1)Access 2)Store 3)Protect 4)Manage multiple
digital asset classes on various protocols
Most people get first access to their digital assets, through conversion
of fiat/credit card(traditional money) through exchange. For such
reason, they are not able to understand the essence of digital asset.
Transferring its asset to centralised wallet to another, able to protect
private key another issue, staking or even allowing it to be managed/
invested by another firm are not much understood by retail sector.
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Blockchain can be useful technology in modern financial space
to providing, easy transaction, managing, tracking histories and
ownership through its smart contract and network construct.
Digital transformation will not only scale from the platform itself
but asset itself being digital will have far more opportunities and
market growth. In result, many physical, derivatives assets are
starting to be digitised. Yet, its lacking infrastructure, in
simplicity, digital asset access experience needs to be
simplified, manageable, profitable and be protected as
one single platform.

SOLUTION | Version 1
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| TrustVerse has successfully developed multiple
commercialised products 1) MarS 2) MasterKey 3)
Jupiter 4) Canvas and 4)Pluto(Digital Legacy
Platform) as of 2019 to 2022
www.trustverse.io
From the early stage of the project, TrustVerse has rethink of way to provide all
around solutions for multiple protocol based token projects and safe/easy
access to asset classes. One of approach was design to develop digital wealth
management platform on smart contract. Our simple question was how do
provide smart contract based technology which will streamline traditional
technology limitation and also bring trust into legacy system.
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MarS
MarS (Wallet) was necessary component for user to obtain their own wallet.
Easy transfer of digital asset using QR code, fast access to wallet asset,
moreover, easy to add Ethereum protocol tokens as well as BTC. Mainly such
service provides easy portability for TRV token holders. MarS will have multiple
capabilities to support TRV ecosystem as well as ecosystem partner protocols.

MasterKey
MasterKey provides state of art multi-wallet management as well as private
key protection which user can only manage via blockchain network and
cryptography.

MasterKey Digital Asset Security Service
Crypto, Digital Asset Protection and Recovery
Crypto and related digital assets have now become casual investment tools for
everyone regardless of age. However, behind the proliferation of assets, there
have been unfortunate numerous incidents where they lost all their crypto
savings due to hacking, loss of private keys.
The New York Times reported that 28% of bitcoins in circulation today were
tied to or lost in digital wallets because their private keys could not be found,
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which is worth close to $140 billion. There have been few services that
challenged to prevent such incidents to happen but have not come up with
simple and secure enough solutions to help regular crypto investors. Up to
now, cold storage or remembering mnemonic has been the best working
solution, however unsuccessful.
Furthermore, various Defi products and NFT marketplaces have evolved
rapidly, and the types of wallets required for each supported network are
heterogeneous. Let's say you want to create an NFT collection. To use the
Solanart marketplace, you need a wallet such as Solfare or Sollet. To use
OpenSea, you need a network wallet such as MetaMask, etc. must be newly
created. As a result, the number of wallets that individuals possess naturally
increases, and the need for a secure way to manage private keys for each
wallet is growing.

Blockchain Technology to protect various types of digital assets
Master Key is a service that prevents the loss and hacking of the private key of
crypto + digital assets. In other words, all digital assets, including Cryptocurrency,
NFT collections, and De-fi, can be linked and added to the Master Key to manage
and protect them at a glance. In addition, it supports the storage of various types
of mnemonic keys (12, 24, 36 recovery characters) regardless of which network it
is, so there are no restrictions on the type and number of wallets you want to
store.
The Master Key implemented the R3 Corda blockchain node, which specialised in
the financial sector. All mnemonic keys stored in the master key are changed to
an organic password through a cryptography algorithm and then distributed and
stored in the cloud, so it is very safe from various hacking and loss threats. When
encrypted, it requires the user’s 3FA(Factor Authentication) details for the user to
control their private key.
The master key service is operated as a non-custodial service rather than
centrally managed. As a service that operates based on a smart contract and
operates without the intervention of a third party, the subject of all management is
the user, and no one other than the user has access to the stored mnemonic. In
the case of storing and restoring the mnemonic key, the 3FA identity verification
process, e-mail authentication, SMS authentication, and name and date of birth
authentication, which are notarised 3FA identity authentication procedures, must
match, so only the person who saved the mnemonic key can access the key do.
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Easy to use One-stop DApp, Preemptive Protection and Recovery
The master key service is provided in the form of an app and can be easily used
by individual investors and NFT collectors. After subscribing to the app, save the
mnemonics of the wallets you own, and you are done. And if you lose your key,
you can always recover it for a fee. A master key can be understood as digital
asset insurance that allows you to pre-register your private key before you lose it
and retrieve your key whenever you need it.

In Master Key, you can register all wallets you own without any restrictions with
just one monthly subscription, and both IOS and Android are currently supported.
If you use MarS Wallet, which was launched together with Trust Bus, the
mnemonic key is immediately linked, making it more convenient to use, and
payment can be made with BTC and TRV (TrustVerse) tokens during recovery.
TRV is the utility for MasterKey service and many more.

API for Enterprise and Institutions
TrustVerse offers API-based services for institutional as well as individual
investors. The MasterKey KeyStore API (AP) will monitor and manage all keys
stored within an institution's service, enabling more secure and precise key
security to begin. Such service is offered for institutions and larger party of
blockchain eco-system.
The Master Key will act as a guardian of the private key so that individuals and
institutions can focus on the operation/management of the cryptocurrency service
itself.
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Jupiter
Jupiter provides market data insight via TrustVerse’s own AI quant engine and
provides report. This DApp is downloadable from Samsung Blockchain
Keystore as part of blockchain application.

AI Quant | Data Exploration Initiative
Auto-Trading Algorithm based on Quant
TrustVerse has been R&D AI quant on BTC(Bitcoin) for past 2 years with BTC
data mapping across major crypto exchanges, more over developing its own
multiple algorithm filters to capture the market opportunities. Such features
will later be offered as key component to TrustVerse’s Roboadvisory
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service(Specific to accredited investors by Singapore financial regulatory
policy).

SOLUTION | Version 2
TrustVerse 2022 will be pivoting into critical milestones which technology
advancement of existing and new product launch will be executed.

MainNet | Transitioning from R3 to Polygon chain to offer much more scalable
service offers (MasterKey API, MasterKey DApp etc. and MarS support)
MarS | Offer NFT feature and AERGO and other protocol support
MasterKey | Offer scalable legacy inheritance(Multi-party asset allocation)/
planning as additional institutional feature/ Free of charge service
DeFi / NFT / GameFi integration of services

Crypto-Roboadvisory Service(For Accredited Investors/Institutions *Limited to
regulated/exempt countries) | Curated Access to Crypto Investing
What is digifinance?
provides simplified access to curated crypto investments and the exponential
growth potential of this new global asset class
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Find Out More
Official | https://www.trustverse.io/
Twitter | https://twitter.com/trustverse
LinkedIn | linkedin.com/company/trustverse/
Medium | medium.com/@trustverse_official
Telegram | https://t.me/trustverse_officialchannel
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Leadership Team

Background
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